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                                                PREFACE 

 CURRICULUM VITAE(CV) COURSE OF LIFE PARTS 1 TO 10.

From the book Return of the Revolutionaries by Dr. Walter Semkiw MD (2003)
 
Personality- “Personality traits appear to persist from lifetime to lifetime. One’s way of 
approaching life and the way others perceive us remains consistent...though personality 
traits remain consistent...spiritually and intellectually, we seem to pick up where we 
have left off. 

Our hard earned achievements in spiritual and intellectual pursuits are retained-they are 
a part of us..our status in life seems to be determined by the karma we have created in 
past lifetimes…

Since personality traits appear to be consistent from lifetime to lifetime, they may reflect
a fundamental character of one’s soul. Each of us seems to have a unique set of energies,
and the way that we choose to identify ourselves…

Just as personality traits remain consistent from lifetime to lifetime, a person’s manner 
of expression seems to be similar from one lifetime to another. pp 34,35.  Personality 
traits, personal preferences, and habits often persist from one incarnation to another.

Physical appearance is consistent from lifetime to lifetime...p 39.”

Joseph Meyers-”It is my conviction that the soul of the human being lives through one’s 
lifetime, dies, and is soon born again to another life in which physical appearance and 
character are practically the same...our traits and characteristics are borne out in each 
lifetime.”

“In a true reincarnation case, the same soul is responsible for creation of the physical 
body in two or more incarnations. Since the same soul is animating the physical body in 
sequential incarnations, physical appearance, personality traits, and writing style are 
consistent from one lifetime to another. Thus, the reincarnate meets the objective criteria
of a past-life match...the objective criteria of reincarnation forensic evidence, or 
forensics. pp 43,44.
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Accordingly, we can say that true reincarnation cases are those that meet forensic 
criteria, such as common facial architecture and character traits…

affinity cases are those in which an individual is drawn to his own past 
persona..p44;    (This is what happened to me beginning in 1969,)

The soul, I believe, has the ability to re-experience its various incarnations, as each 
lifetime is forever preserved in a type of spiritual memory. P 45...Often symbols and 
synchronistic events are found in a person’s current lifetime that reflect important 
features of the person’s past lifetime. 48 (the “spiritual memory” is preserved in the 
energies of the solar system.)

..spiritual guidance appears to facilitate past-life research. As past life research is 
conducted, the right book, the right piece of information, the right personal contact, 
seems to appear through apparent coincidence..an orchestrated effort of the spiritual 
world to bring objective evidence of reincarnation to light. 49. (When you read my 
books I make note of exactly that .)

It appears that the soul can time an individual’s birth to coincide with a date that is 
symbolically meaningful..57...through our contemporary choices, we indeed create our 
own future realities..62...to the unconscious mind there is little difference between 
yesterday and over 2,000 years ago..63 (I timed my reincarnation to “coincide” with the 
birth of Israel in 1948 as I predicted in my past life as Jesus as recorded in the book of 
Matthew.)

It became even more evident to me that from incarnation to incarnation, people came 
into life with the same facial features, personality traits, loved ones and close associates. 
One’s mind appeared to remain the same, in that people seemed to think in similar 
patterns and have consistent interests, motivations, values...p 4. 

It is my hope that the principles of reincarnation described in my book will stimulate 
others to perform additional research..p 6 to confirm past life matches...p 9..objective 
and scientific means must be used to validate information gathered from spiritual 
sources...and it is important that a scientific assay, such as DNA fingerprinting or other 
technique, be developed to confirm past life matches..p 10.  (In my books I discuss our 
cosmic and reincarnational DNA as those “fingerprints.”) 

I believe that knowledge of the mechanism of reincarnation will help humanity evolve 
from a tribal mentality, in which we identify with one particular religious, ethnic, racial 
or nationalistic group, to the stage of the Universal Human..p 12.
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Evidence presented in Return of the Revolutionaries shows that from lifetime to lifetime,
we pick up where we have left off, that we bring with us skills and abilities that we have
earned in previous lifetimes...individuals return to complete a job or to bring to 
fruition a goal which was initiated in a prior lifetime…

...one can begin studying, learning, and practicing in this incarnation in preparation of 
the next..

...in a future incarnation, you will be able to bring forth talent earned in the past.. (When 
Jesus said: “I will come again” in John 14:1-3 he was talking about reincarnating to 
“complete the job and bring to fruition a goal that was initiated in the prior lifetime” as 
Jesus.

..if you want to understand the mysteries of existence, study religion, cosmologies and 
meditation today, so that you can become a spiritual teacher on another morrow.. p 13…
(That is what I do in every incarnation and that is why I am a “spiritual and mystical 
teacher.” I did my homework in the past life.)

...our personalities intact, persist from lifetime to lifetime..p 16...we are all born with a 
set of unique characteristics, like a beam of light that has a unique spectrum, a 
combination of colors or frequencies that is like no other human beings…

...our energy signature, underpins our character and personality traits. This mix of 
energies is consistent from lifetime to lifetime, which is why we have the same 
character traits in various incarnations..to gain a more firm sense of identity, a strong 
sense of self, a series of earth incarnations is engineered...p 17...and our identities are 
based on our memories and on our experiences…

...once we have reconnected with the source, after having established a strong individual
identity, our work on earth is largely done and we become graduates of earth existence..”
p 19.     which I call the great correctional facility.

So, with the words of Walter Semkiw, MD, I bid you adieu and a good read of 
Curriculum Vitae (CV) Course of Life Parts 1-10. Remember, this is all about YOU!!!
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